The future predictive performance of a Bayesian model can be estimated using Bayesian cross-validation. In this article, we describe the properties of several Bayesian leave-one-out cross-validation approximations for Gaussian latent variable models where the integration over the latent values is approximated using the Laplace method or expectation propagation. These leave-one-out cross-validation approximations can be computed with a small additional cost after forming the posterior approximation given the whole data. We show that model-specific approximations are accurate and more reliable than generic approaches.
Introduction
Bayesian cross-validation can be used to assess predictive performance. See Vehtari and Ojanen (2012) for an extensive review of theory and methods in Bayesian predictive performance assessment including decision theoretical assumptions made in Bayesian cross-validation. In this article, we present the properties of several Bayesian leave-one-out (LOO) crossvalidation approximations for Gaussian latent variable models (GLVM) with factorising likelihood. The Laplace method or expectation propagation (EP) is used to integrate over the latent values. Using the reviewed approximations, leave-one-out cross-validation can be computed with a small additional cost after forming the full data posterior approximation.
We consider a prediction problem with an explanatory variable x and an outcome variable y. The same notation is used interchangeably for scalar and vector-valued quantities. The observed data are denoted by D = {(x i , y i )} n i=1 and the future observation by (x,ỹ). We focus on GLVMs, where the observation model p(y i |f i , φ) depends on a local latent value f i and possibly on some global parameters φ, such as the scale of the measurement error process. Latent values f = (f 1 , . . . , f n ) have a joint Gaussian prior p(f |x, θ) which depends on covariates x and hyperparameters θ (e.g., covariance function parameters for a Gaussian process). The posterior of the latent f is then p(f |D, θ, φ) ∝ p(f |x, θ) n i=1 p(y i |f i , φ).
(1)
As a specific example we use Gaussian process (GP) models (reviewed, e.g., by Rasmussen and Williams, 2006) , but the methods are applicable also for other GLVMs which have the same factorising form. Some of the presented methods are applicable also more generally requiring only factorising likelihood with terms p(y i |f i , φ) and a method to integrate over marginal posteriors p(f i |D, θ, φ). The results presented in this paper can be generalised to the cases where a likelihood term depends upon more than one latent variable (e.g. Tolvanen et al., 2014) or the latent value prior is non-Gaussian (e.g. Seeger, 2008; Hernández-Lobato et al., 2008; Hernáandez-Lobato et al., 2010) . For clarity we restrict our treatment to the one likelihood term with one latent value case.
We are interested in assessing the predictive performance of our models to report this to application experts or to make model selection. For simplicity, in this paper we use only the logarithmic score, but the methods can be used also with application specific utilities such as classification error. Logarithmic score is the standard scoring rule in Bayesian cross-validation (see Geisser and Eddy (1979) ) and it has desirable properties for scientific inference (Bernardo and Smith, 1994; Gneiting and Raftery, 2007) .
The predictive distribution for a future observationỹ given future covariate valuesx is p(ỹ|x, D) = p(ỹ|f , φ)p(f |x, θ)df φθ.
The expected predictive performance using the log score and unknown true distribution of the future observation p t (ỹ) is p t (ỹ|x) log p(ỹ|x, D)dxdỹ.
This expectation can be approximated by re-using the observations and computing leaveone-out Bayesian cross-validation estimate
where D −i is all other observations expect (x i , y i ). Here we consider only cases with random x from the same distribution as x. See Vehtari and Ojanen (2012) for discussion of fixed, shifted, deterministic, or constrainedx. In addition of estimating the expected log predictive density, it may be interesting to look at a single value, log p(y i |x i , D −i ). These terms, which are also called conditional predictive ordinates CPO i , may reveal observations which are highly influential or not well explained by the model (see, e.g., Gelfand, 1996) .
Straightforward implementation of leave-one-out cross-validation would require recomputing the posterior distribution n times. Often leave-one-out cross-validation is replaced with k-fold cross-validation requiring only k recomputations of the posterior, with k usually 10 or less. Although k-fold-CV is robust and would often be computationally feasible, there are several fast approximations to compute LOO with only a small additional computational cost after forming the posterior with full data.
In this paper, we do not compare the Laplace method and expectation propagation to Markov chain Monte Carlo methods, as several such comparisons already exist showing that for some likelihoods both approximations work well (Rue et al., 2009; , and for some likelihoods expectation propagation works well even if the Laplace method does not (e.g. Nickisch and Rasmussen, 2008; Jylänki et al., 2011; Cseke and Heskes, 2011; . Furthermore, even if Markov chain Monte Carlo could come closer to the posterior, we may still want to use faster approximations and then we want to know the corresponding predictive performance.
Our usual practical approach is 1. Find the MAP estimate (φ,θ), using the Laplace method to approximately integrate over the latent values; f 2. Using (φ,θ) obtained in the previous step, use EP to integrate over the latent values and check whether the predictive performance changes substantially (we may also re-estimateφ andθ);
3. Integrate over φ and θ and check whether integration over the parameters improves predictive performance.
Based on these steps we can continue with the model which has the best predictive performance and which is fast for making predictions. Often we also need to re-estimate models when data are updated or additional covariates become available, and then again a fast and accurate posterior approximation is useful. To follow the above approach, we need accurate predictive performance estimates for the Laplace method and expectation propagation. In this paper, we show that best results are obtained by using method-specific approximations based on the properties of Gaussian distribution and linear response theory.
Gaussian latent variable models
In this section, we briefly review notation and methods for Gaussian latent variable models used in the rest of the article. We focus on Gaussian processes (see, e.g., Rasmussen and Williams, 2006) but most of the discussion holds for other factorising GLVMs, too. We consider models with a Gaussian prior p(f |x, θ) on latent values f = (f 1 , . . . , f n ) and factorising likelihood
where Z is a normalization factor. In the Gaussian process framework the multivariate Gaussian prior on latent values is p(f |x, θ) = N(f |µ 0 , K), where µ 0 is the prior mean and K is a covariance matrix constructed by a covariance function K i,j = k(x i , x j ; θ), which characterizes the correlation between two points. In this paper, we assume that the prior mean µ 0 is zero, but the results generalize to nonzero prior means as well.
Gaussian observation model
With a Gaussian observation model,
where φ = σ 2 is the noise variance, the conditional posterior of the latent variables is a multivariate Gaussian
where
The marginal posterior is simply p(f i |D, θ, σ 2 ) = N(µ i , Σ ii ) and the marginal likelihood p(y|X, θ, σ 2 ) can be computed analytically using properties of multivariate Gaussian (see, e.g., Rasmussen and Williams, 2006) .
Non-Gaussian observation model
In case of a non-Gaussian likelihood, the conditional posterior p(f |D, θ, φ) needs to be approximated. In this paper, we focus on expectation propagation (EP) and the Laplace method (LA), which form a multivariate Gaussian approximation of the joint latent posterior
wheret i are (unnormalized) Gaussian approximations of the likelihood contribution.
Expectation propagation
Expectation propagation (Opper and Winther, 2000; Minka, 2001 ) approximates independent non-Gaussian likelihood terms by un-normalized Gaussian form site approximations (aka pseudo-observations),
whereZ i ,μ i andΣ i are the parameters of the site approximations, or site parameters. The joint latent posterior approximation is then,
where Z is the normalization constant or the marginal likelihood, Z EP is the EP approximation to the marginal likelihood and q(f |D) is a multivariate Gaussian posterior approximation.
EP updates the site approximations by iteratively improving accuracy of the marginals. To update the ith site approximation, it is first removed from the marginal approximation to form a cavity distribution,
where the marginal q(f i |D) is obtained analytically using properties of the multivariate Gaussian.
The cavity distribution is combined with the original likelihood term to form a more accurate marginal distribution called the tilted distribution:
Minimization of Kullback-Leibler divergence from the tilted distribution to the marginal approximation corresponds to matching the moments of the distributions. Hence in case of Gaussian approximation, the zeroth, first and second moments of this tilted distribution are computed, for example, using one-dimensional numerical integration. The site parameters are updated so that moments of the marginal approximation q(f i |D) match the moments of the tilted distribution q −i (f i )p(y i |f i , φ). The new q(f ) can be computed after a single site approximation has been updated (sequential EP) or after all the site approximations have been updated (parallel EP).
Laplace approximation
The Laplace approximation is constructed from the second-order Taylor expansion of log p(f |y, θ, φ) around the modef , which gives a Gaussian approximation to the conditional posterior,
whereΣ = (K −1 +Σ −1 ) −1 is the inverse of the Hessian at the mode withΣ being a diagonal matrix with elements (e.g., Rasmussen and Williams, 2006; Gelman et al., 2013a) ,
From this joint Gaussian approximation we can compute analytically an approximation of the marginal posterior p(f i |D, θ, φ) and the marginal likelihood p(y|x, θ, φ). The Laplace approximation can also be written as,
Method Improvement Explanation
, where c i (f i ) is approximated using the Laplace approximation
, where c i (f i ) is approximated using the Laplace approximation with simplifications 
Marginal posterior approximations
The most leave-one-out approximations require computation of posterior marginals and thus we review alternative Gaussian and non-Gaussian approximations of the marginal posteriors p(f i |D, θ, φ) following the article by Cseke and Heskes (2011) . For brevity dropping θ and φ for a moment, the exact joint posterior can be written as
where i (f i ) is a ratio of the exact likelihood and the site term approximating the likelihood. By integrating over the other latent variables, the marginal posterior can be written as,
where f −i represents all other latent variables except f i . Local methods use i (f i ) which depends locally only on f i . Global methods use additionally an approximation of c i (f i ) which depends globally on all latent variables. Next we briefly review different marginal posterior approximations of this exact marginal (see Table 1 for a summary).
Gaussian approximations. The simplest approximation is to use the Gaussian marginals q(f i ), which are easily obtained from the joint Gaussian obtained by the Laplace approximation or expectation propagation; we call these LA-G and EP-G. By denoting the mean and variance of the pseudo observations (defined by the site terms) byμ i andσ 2 i respectively, the joint approximation has the same form as in the Gaussian case
with µ = ΣΣ −1μ , and Σ = (K
whereΣ is diagonal matrix withΣ ii =σ 2 . Then the marginal is simply q(f i ) = N(µ i , Σ ii ).
Non-Gaussian approximations using a local correction. The simplest improvement to Gaussian marginals is to include the local term i (f i ), and assume that the global term
which is obtained as a part of the EP algorithm (Opper and Winther, 2000) . As the improvement is using only the local terms to compute improvement, Cseke and Heskes (2011) refer to it as local improvement and denote the locally improved EP marginal as EP-L. For the Laplace approximation, Cseke and Heskes (2011) propose a similar local improvement LA-L which can be written as q(f i )t i (f i ) −1 p(y i |f i , φ), where the site approximatioñ t i (f i ) is based on the second order approximation of log p(y i |f i , φ) (see Section 2.4). In Section 3.5, we propose an alternative way to compute equivalent marginal improvement using a tilted distribution q −i (f i )p(y i |f i , φ), where the cavity distribution q −i (f i ) is based on a leave-one-out formula derived using linear response theory. The local methods EP-L and LA-L can improve the marginal posterior approximation only at the observed x, and the marginal posterior at newx is the usual Gaussian predictive distribution.
Non-Gaussian approximations using a global correction. Global approximations take into account also the global term c i (f i ) by approximating the multidimensional integral in (19) using again Laplace or EP. To obtain an approximation for the marginal distribution, the integral c i (f i ) has to be evaluated with several f i values and the computations can be time consuming unless some simplifications are used. Global methods can be used to obtain improved non-Gaussian posterior marginal approximation also at the not yet observedx.
Using the Laplace approximation to evaluate c i (f i ) corresponds to an approach proposed by Tierney and Kadane (1986) , and so we label the marginal improvement as LA-TK. Rue et al. (2009) proposed an approach which can be seen as a compromise between computationally intensive LA-TK and local approximation LA-L. Instead of finding the mode for each f i they evaluate the Taylor expansion around the conditional mean obtained from the joint approximation q(f ). The method is referred to as LA-CM. Cseke and Heskes (2011) propose improvement LA-CM2 which adds a correction to take into account that the Taylor expansion is not done at the mode. To further reduce the computational effort Rue et al. (2009) propose additional approximations with performance somewhere between LA-CM and LA-L. Rue et al. (2009) also discuss computationally efficient schemes for selecting values of f i and interpolation or parametric model fitting to estimate marginal density for other values of f i Cseke and Heskes (2011) propose similar approaches for EP, with EP-FULL corresponding to LA-TK, and EP-1STEP corresponding to LA-CM/LA-CM2. Cseke and Heskes (2011) also propose EP-FACT and LA-FACT which use factorized approximation to speed up the computation of the normalization terms.
The local improvements EP-L and LA-L are obtained practically free and all global approximations are significantly slower. Based on the results by Cseke and Heskes (2011) , EP-L is not as good as the global approximations, but the difference is often small, and LA-L is often worse than the global approximations. Table 2 : Summary of the leave-one-out (LOO) cross-validation approximations reviewed.
Integration over the parameters
To marginalize the parameters θ, φ out from the previously mentioned conditional posteriors, we can use the exact or approximated marginal likelihood p(y|x, θ, φ) to form the marginal posterior for the parameters
and use numerical integration to integrate over θ and φ. Commonly used methods are different Monte Carlo methods (see list of references in Vanhatalo et al., 2013 ) and deterministic methods, such as, the central composite design (CCD) method by Rue et al. (2009) . Using stochastic or deterministic samples, the marginal posterior can be approximated as,
where w s is a weight for the sample (φ s , θ s ). If the posterior p(θ, φ|D) is narrow, which can happen if n is large and the dimensionality of (θ, φ) is small, then the effect of the integration over the parameters may be negligible and we can use Type II MAP, that is, choose (φ,θ) maximising the marginal posterior density.
Leave-one-out cross-validation approximations
We start by reviewing the generic exact LOO equations, which are then used to unifying different approximations in the subsequent sections. We first review some special cases and then more generic approximations. The LOO approximations and the abbreviations are listed in table 2.
LOO from the full posterior
For brevity we drop φ and θ for a moment. Consider the case where we have not yet seen the ith observation. Then using the Bayes' rule we can add information from the ith
Correspondingly we can remove the effect of the ith observation from the full posterior:
If we now integrate both sides over f i and rearrange the terms we get
In theory this gives the exact LOO result, but in practice we usually need to approximate p(f i |D) and the integral over f i . In the following sections we first discuss hierarchical approach, then analytic, Monte Carlo, quadrature, WAIC, and Taylor series approaches for computing conditional version of (24) and how the different marginal posterior approximations affect the result.
In some cases, we can compute p(f i |x i , D −i ) exactly or approximate it efficiently and then we can compute the LOO predictive density,
or if we are interested in the predictive distribution for new observationỹ i we can compute
which is evaluated with different values ofỹ i as it is not fixed unlike y i .
Hierarchical approximations
Instead of approximating the leave-one-out predictive density p(y i |x i , D −i ) directly, in hierarchical models such as GLVMs it is often easier first to compute the leave-one-out predictive density conditional on the parameters p(y i |x i , D −i , θ, φ), then compute the leave-one-out posteriors for the parameters p(θ, φ|D −i ) and combine the results
Sometimes the leave-one-out posterior of hyperparameters is close to the full posterior, that is, p(θ, φ|D −i ) ≈ p(θ, φ|D). The joint leave-one-out posterior can be then approximated as,
(see, e.g., Marshall and Spiegelhalter, 2003) . This computation time saving approximation is a reasonable alternative if removing (x i , y i ) has only a small impact on p(θ, φ|D) but a larger impact on p(y i |D, φ, θ). Furthermore, if the posterior p(θ, φ|D) is narrow, Type II MAP point estimate of the parametersφ,θ may produce similar predictions as the integration over the parameters.
LOO with Gaussian likelihood
If both p(y i |f i , φ) and p(f |θ) are Gaussian, then we can compute p(f i |x i , D −i ) analytically.
Starting from the marginal posterior we can remove the contribution of the ith factor in the likelihood:
These equations correspond to the cavity distribution equations in EP. Sundararajan and Keerthi (2001) derived the leave-one-out predictive distribution p(y i |x i , D −i ) directly from the joint posterior using prediction equations and properties of partitioned matrices. Based on those results, the leave-one-out posterior mean and variance can be presented as
Sundararajan and Keerthi (2001) also provided the equation for the LOO log predictive density
Instead of integrating over the parameters, Sundararajan and Keerthi (2001) used the result (and its gradient) to find a point estimate for the parameters maximizing the LOO log predictive density.
LOO with expectation propagation
In EP, the leave-one-out marginal posterior of the latent variable is computed explicitly as a part of the algorithm. The cavity distribution (11) is formed from the marginal posterior approximation by removing the site approximation (pseudo observation) using (30) and can be used to approximate the LOO posterior,
The approximation for the LOO predictive density,
is the same as the zeroth moment of the tilted distribution. Hence we obtain an approximation for p(f i |x i , D −i , θ, φ) and p(y i |x i , D −i , θ, φ) as a free by-product of the EP algorithm. We denote this approach as EP-LOO. For some likelihoods (35) it can be computed analytically, but in generic case quadrature methods with a controllable error tolerance are usually used.
The EP algorithm uses all observations when converging to its fixed point and thus the cavity distribution q −i (f i ) technically depends on the observation y i . Opper and Winther (2000) showed using linear response theory that the cavity distribution is up to first order leave-one-out consistent. Opper and Winther (2000) also showed experimentally in one case that the cavity distribution approximation is accurate. Cseke and Heskes (2011) did not consider LOO, but compared visually the tilted distribution marginal approximation EP-L to many global marginal posterior improvements. Based on these results, EP-L has some error on the shape of the marginal approximation if there is a strong prior correlation, but even then the zeroth moment, that is the LOO predictive density, is accurate. Our experiments provide an additional evidence of high accuracy of the EP-LOO approximation.
LOO with Laplace approximation
Using linear response theory, which was used by Opper and Winther (2000) to prove LOO consistency of EP, we prove also the LOO consistency of Laplace approximation (derivation in Appendix A). Hence, we obtain a good approximation for p(f i |x i , D −i , θ, φ) as a free by-product of the Laplace method, too. Linear response theory can be used to derive two alternative ways to compute the cavity distribution q −i (f i ) .
The Laplace approximation can be written in terms of the Gaussian prior times product of (unnormalized) Gaussian form site approximations. Cseke and Heskes (2011) 
, from which the cavity distribution, that is the leave-one-out distribution, is q −i (f i ) = q(f i )t i (f i ) −1 and can be computed using (30). We refer to this approach by LA-LOO. The LOO predictive density can be obtained by numerical integration
An alternative way to compute the Laplace LOO derived using linear response theory is
wheref is the posterior mode,ĝ i = ∇ i log p(y i |f i )| f i =f i is the derivative of the log likelihood at the mode, and
By comparing these to the exact LOO equations for Gaussian likelihood given in Section 3.3, we see the resemblance if we consider having pseudo observations with meansf i and variances 1/ĥ i .
Importance sampling and weighting
A generic approach not restricted to GLVMs is based on obtaining Monte Carlo samples (f s i , φ s , θ s ) from the full posterior p(f i , φ, θ|D) and approximating (24) as
where θ s drops out since y i is independent of θ s given f s i and φ s . This approach was first proposed by Gelfand et al. (1992) (see also, Gelfand, 1996) and it corresponds to importance sampling (IS) where the full posterior is used as the proposal distribution. We refer to this approach by IS-LOO.
An even more generic importance sampling form, which shows the importance weights explicitly and allows the computation of other leave-one-out quantities, like the LOO predictive distribution, is
where w s i are importance weights and
If the predictive density p(ỹ i |f s i , φ s ) is evaluated with the observed valueỹ i = y i , equation reduces to (39).
When a finite number of samples is used, the presentation of the tails is truncated. If no samples are obtained from the areas where the LOO posterior has a significant mass, the IS-LOO estimate will be biased towards the posterior predictions. In addition, the larger difference between full and LOO posterior causes larger variance of the estimate.
Approximation (39) has the form of the harmonic mean, which is notoriously unstable (see, e.g., Newton & Raftery 1994). However the leave-one-out version is not as unstable as the harmonic mean estimator of the marginal likelihood, which uses the harmonic mean of n i=1 p(y i |f s i , φ s ) and corresponds to using the joint posterior as the importance sampling proposal distribution for the joint prior.
The variance of the estimate (39) depends on the variance of the importance weights. The variance of the importance weights in IS-LOO can be large or even infinite (Peruggia, 1997 , Epifani et al., 2008 . The effective sample size obtained from the importance sampling (Kong et al., 1994) can be computed as
wherew s are normalized weights (with a sum equal to one). If the variance of the weights is large, this estimate also has a high variance. Furthermore it cannot detect if the true variance is infinite. A more reliable variance estimate based on an extreme value model for the observed weights by Koopman et al. (2009) could also be used to estimate the effective sample size. Vehtari and Gelman (2014) proposed to stabilise IS-LOO by using truncated importance sampling (Ionides, 2008) with truncated weights
wherew is the mean of the weights. With the truncated weights the variance of the estimate is always finite, but an additional bias towards the posterior predictions is introduced. Ionides (2008) provides theoretical and experimental results showing that truncation using √ Sw provides an estimate with an error not much worse than the error when using a case specific optimal truncation level.
For the Gaussian observation model, Vehtari (2001) and Vehtari and Lampinen (2002) used exact computation for p(y i |x i , D −i , θ, φ) and importance sampling only for p(θ, φ|D −i ). Integrated importance weights are then,
and the LOO predictive density is,
The same marginalisation approach can be used in case of non-Gaussian observation models. Held et al. (2010) used Laplace approximation, marginal improvements, and numerical integration to obtain approximation for p(y i |x i , D −i , θ s , φ s ) (see Section 3.7). Vanhatalo et al. (2013) use EP and the Laplace method for the marginalisation in GPstuff toolbox. Li et al. (2014) considered generic latent variable models using Monte Carlo inference, and propose to marginalise f i by obtaining additional Monte Carlo samples from the posterior p(f i |x i , D −i , θ, φ). Li et al. (2014) also proposed the name integrated IS and provided useful results illustrating the benefits of the marginalization. As we are focusing on use of EP and Laplace approximations for the latent posterior, we use IS only for hyperparameters in our experiments.
Importance weighting can also be used with deterministic evaluation points (φ s , θ s ) obtained from, for example, grid or CCD; see Held et al. (2010) and Vanhatalo et al. (2013) . As the deterministic points are usually used in low dimensional case and the evaluation points are not far in the tails, the variance of the observed weights is usually smaller than with Monte Carlo. If the full posterior p(θ, φ|D) does not represent well each LOO posterior p(θ, φ|D −i ), then the problem remains that tails are not well approximated and LOO is biased towards the hierarchical approximation (28) which uses the full posterior of the parameters p(θ, φ|D). Held et al. (2010) proposed to use numerical integration to approximate
Quadrature LOO
We call this quadrature LOO (Q-LOO), as one-dimensional numerical integration methods are usually called quadrature. Given exact p(f i |D, θ, φ) and accurate quadrature, this would provide an accurate result (e.g., if the true posterior would be Gaussian, quadrature should give a similar result as the analytic solution, excluding numerical inaccuracies). However, some error will be introduced when the latent posterior is approximated with q(f i |D, θ, φ). The numerical integration of the ratio expression may also be numerically unstable if the tail of the likelihood term p(y i |f i , φ) decays faster than the tail of the approximation q(f i |D, θ, φ).
Generally the accuracy of the tail approximation is more important if the full posterior p(f i |D, θ, φ) and the LOO posterior p(f i |x i , D −i , θ, φ) are not similar. They are less similar if p(f i |x i , D −i , θ, φ) and the likelihood contribution p(y i |f i , φ) are in conflict and the likelihood contribution is influential. For example, in case of GP, if x i is far from all other x j then f i has a low correlation with any other f j and then the exact p(f i |x i , D −i , θ, φ) is close to the marginal of the prior. The likelihood will then have a strong contribution. Held et al. (2010) tested Gaussian marginal approximation (LA-G) and two non-Gaussian improved marginal approximations (LA-CM and simplified LA-CM, see Section 2.5). All these had problems with tails, although less with the more accurate approximations. Held et al. proposed to rerun the failed LOO cases with actual removal of the data. As Held et al. had 13 to 56 failures in their experiments, the proposed approach would make LOO relatively expensive. In our experiments with Gaussian marginal approximations LA-G/EP-G, we also had several severe failures with some data sets, but with non-Gaussian approximations LA-CM2/EP-FACT we did not observe severe failures (see Section 4).
If we use marginal approximations EP-L or LA-L based on the tilted distribution q −i (f i )p(y i |f i , φ), we can see that the tail problem vanishes. Inserting the normalized tilted distribution to (46), the equation reduces to
which is the EP-LOO or LA-L-LOO predictive density estimate depending on which approximation is used. We also present an alternative form of (46), which gives additional insight about the numerical stability when the global marginal improvements are used. As discussed in Section 2.5 we can write the marginal approximation with a global improvement as
where c i (f i ) is a global correction term (see Equation (18)). Replacing q(f i )t(f i ) −1 with the cavity distribution from EP-L or LA-L we get
By inserting this to (46) we get
is a global corrected leave-one-out posterior, and we can see that the stability will depend on the c i (f i ). Correction term c i (f i ) may have increasing tails, which is usually not a problem in
In addition, the evaluation of c i (f i ) in a small number of points and using interpolation for the quadrature (as proposed by Rue et al., 2009 ) is sometimes unstable, which may increase instability of q −i (f i )c i (f i )df i . Depending on the details of the computation, (46) and (50) can produce the same result up to numerical accuracy if the relevant terms cancel out numerically in (46). This happens in our implementation with global marginal posterior improvements, and thus in the result section we do not report the results separately for (46) and (50). Held et al. (2010) and Vanhatalo et al. (2013) use quadrature LOO in a hierarchical approximation, where the parameter level is handled using importance weighting. Our experiments use this approach, too. Alternatively, we could first integrate over the parameters and estimate LOO using
where parameters θ and φ have been integrated out. If the integration over θ and φ is made using Monte Carlo or deterministic sampling (e.g. CCD), then this is equivalent to using quadrature for conditional terms and importance weighting of the parameter samples.
Truncated weights quadrature. As the quadrature approach may be applied also for other than simple GLVMs, we propose an approach for stabilising the general form. Inspired by truncated importance sampling LOO proposed by Vehtari and Gelman (2014) , we propose a modification of the quadrature approach, which makes it more robust to approximation errors in tails:
wherew
and c is a small positive constant. When c = 0, we get the original equation. When c is larger than the maximum value of p(y i |f i , φ), we get the posterior predictive density p(y i |D).
As we choose larger of the values of p(y i |f i , φ) and c, we avoid the possibility that the ratio explodes. In easy cases, where the numerator goes close to zero before c is used we get a negligible bias. In difficult cases, we have a bias towards the full posterior predictive density.
In truncated importance sampling, the truncation level is based on average raw weight size and the number of samples (43). Following this idea we choose
By limiting the integral to interval (a, b), we avoid tail problems while capturing information about the average level of the likelihood. Based on experiments not reported here, we choose c 0 = 10 −4 and the interval (a, b) to be 6 standard deviations from the mode of the marginal posterior to each direction. A case-specific c 0 could further improve results, but fixed c 0 already shows the usefulness of the truncation. We refer to truncated weights quadrature LOO by TQ-LOO. In the experiments we show that TQ-LOO can provide more stable results than Q-LOO. When Q-LOO works well, TQ-LOO has slightly larger error due to a bias towards full posterior. Watanabe (2010a,b) showed that the widely applicable information criterion (WAIC) is asymptotically equivalent to Bayesian LOO. Watanabe (2010a,b) provided two forms for WAIC, which we refer by WAIC G and WAIC V following Vehtari and Ojanen (2012) . WAIC was originally defined in the scale of mean negative log density, but for better cohesion within this paper we use the scale of mean log density. Both WAIC forms consists of the mean training log predictive density part 1 n n i=1 log p(y i |D) and a part correcting the optimistic bias of the first term. These correction terms may be interpreted as the complexity of the model or the effective number of parameters in the model, but the interpretation does not seem to be always clear.
Widely applicable information criterion
The correction term in WAIC G is based on the difference between the training utility and Gibbs utility (
where the Gibbs utility differs from the mean training log predictive density by the changed order of the logarithm and the expectation over the posterior. The correction term in WAIC V is based on the functional variance which describes the fluctuation of the posterior distribution,
Both these criteria are easy to compute using Monte Carlo samples from the joint posterior p(f |D) or marginal posterior approximation of p(f i |D) and quadrature integration. Watanabe (2010b) used a Taylor series expansion to prove the asymptotic equivalence to Bayesian LOO with error term O p (n −2 ). To examine this relation we write the LOO log predictive density using condensed notation for (24)
By defining a generating function of functional cumulants,
and applying a Taylor expansion of F (α) around 0 and setting α = −1 we get an expansion of the leave-one-out predictive density:
From the definition of F (α) we get,
Furthermore, the expansion for the mean training log predictive density is
the expansion for WAIC G is
and the expansion for WAIC V is
The first two terms of the expansion of WAIC G and the first three terms of the expansion of WAIC V match with the expansion of LOO. Based on the expansion we may assume that WAIC V is the more accurate approximation for LOO. Watanabe (2010b) shows that the error of WAIC V is O p (n −2 ) and argues that asymptotically further terms have negligible contribution. However the error can be significant in a case of small n and weak prior information as shown by Gelman et al. (2013b) and in case of hierarchical models as shown by Vehtari and Gelman (2014) . For example, with GP if x i is far from all other x j then f i has a low correlation with any other f j and the effective number of observations having effect on the posterior of f i is close to 1. In such cases the higher order terms of the expansion are significant. The higher order terms of WAIC V matches the higher order terms of the mean training log predictive density and thus Data set  n  d  observation model  Ripley  250  2  probit  Australian 690  14 probit  Ionosphere 351  33 probit  Sonar  208  60 probit  Leukemia  1043 4 log-logistic with censoring Table 3 : Summary of datasets and models in our examples.
WAIC V will be biased towards that. This is clearly seen also in the experiments (Section 4). It is not as clear what happens with WAIC G , but experimentally the behavior is similar but with higher variance than with WAIC V . The performance of both WAICs clearly depend on the accuracy of the marginal approximation q(f i |D), too. Instead of WAIC, we could compute directly a desired number of terms from the series expansion of LOO. In theory, we could approximate the exact result with a desired accuracy if enough higher order functional cumulants exist. This does not always work (e.g., if the posterior is Cauchy and the observation model is Gaussian), but it is true when having a Gaussian prior on latent variables and log-concave likelihood (An, 1998) . In practice, the accuracy is limited by the computational accuracy for the higher cumulants, which is limited by the number of samples in Monte Carlo or the distributional approximation q(f i |D). If the cumulants are computed using q(f i |D) and quadrature, then the approximation based on Taylor series expansion converges eventually to Q-LOO (within numerical accuracy).
In above equations we had dropped dependency on φ and θ. Like in other LOO-CV approximations, parameter level could be handled using importance weighting. Alternatively we can handle the parameter level in full WAIC style, by computing the cumulants of the marginal posteriors where φ and θ have been integrated out and use these cumulants to compute WAIC.
WAIC is related to the deviance information criterion (DIC). We do not review DIC here and instead refer to Gelman et al. (2013b) for reasons we prefer WAIC to DIC. Indeed, in our experiments not reported here, DIC had larger error than WAIC.
Results
Using several real datasets we present results illustrating the properties of the reviewed LOO-CV approximations. Table 3 lists the basic properties of four classification data sets (Ripley, Australian, Ionosphere, Sonar) and one survival data set (Leukemia). All data sets are available from the internet. Several classification data sets were selected as the posterior is likely to be skewed and there are often difference in performance between Laplace approximation and expectation propagation. The classification data sets have different number of covariates to show how this affects also how difficult it is approximate the LOO-CV. The leukemia survival data set was selected as we often analyse survival data. Similar results were obtained with other data sets not reported here.
For all datasets we fit Gaussian processes with constant, linear, and squared exponential covariance functions. When using the squared exponential covariance function, we use a separate length scale for each covariate except with the Ionosphere and Sonar datasets. For the classification data sets we use a Bernoulli observation model with probit link. For the Leukemia data set we use log-logistic with censoring (as in Gelman et al., 2013a) . All the experiments were done using GPstuff toolbox 1 (Vanhatalo et al., 2013) .
We first show results with fixed parameters θ, φ, which were obtained by optimising the marginal posterior p(θ, φ|D). In this case, LOO-CV is unbiased only conditionally as it does not take into account the effect of the fitting of the parameters θ, φ. However, it is useful to first evaluate the accuracy of approximations for p(y i |x i , D −i , θ, φ) as these can be used in integrated importance sampling (see Section 3.6). We show results separately for estimating the predictive performance without and with a global correction. As discussed in Section 2.5, only the global corrections produce non-Gaussian predictive distributions for the latent variablef at new pointx. We also provide additional illustration of how the flexibility of Gaussian process affects the accuracy of the approximations. Finally we show results for approximating p(y i |x i , D −i ), where we handle also the parameter level using CCD method and importance weighting.
Although in the review we described the estimation of the expected performance LOO = 1 n n i=1 log p(y i |x i , D −i ), below we report n × LOO. For these datasets this puts the approximation errors for all sets on the same scale. This scale has two other interpretations. Firstly the difference between sum training log predictive density and n × LOO can be interpreted sometimes as the effective number of parameters measuring the model complexity (Vehtari and Ojanen, 2012) . Secondly, the significance of the difference between two models can be approximately calibrated if n × LOO is interpreted as a pseudo Bayes factor and if a similar calibration scale is used as for the Bayes factor (Vehtari and Ojanen, 2012) . As a rule of thumb, we would like the approximation error for nLOO to be smaller than 1. See additional discussion of using Bayesian cross-validation in model selection in Vehtari and Lampinen (2002) and Vehtari and Ojanen (2012) . Table 4 shows results when the target is to predict with fixed parameters and Laplace approximation without a global correction. LA-LOO gives significantly the best accuracy for all data sets. Quadrature LOO with Gaussian approximation of the latent marginals (Q-LOO-LA-G) produces really bad results for classification data sets, and sometimes completely fails. The posterior marginals in the case of Leukemia model are so close to Gaussian that Q-LOO-LA-G also provides a useful result. Truncated quadrature (TQ-LA-LOO-G) is more stable, but it cannot fix the whole problem. Using more accurate marginal approximation improves WAICs. WAIC V with LA-L marginal approximation gives useful results for two data sets. Table 5 shows results when the target is to predict with fixed parameters and expectation propagation without a global correction. EP-LOO gives significantly the best accuracy for all data sets. Other results are similar to the Laplace case, that is, all methods except EP-LOO fail badly for several data sets. Only for the Ripley and Leukemia datasets, it is easier to approximate LOO. Table 6 shows results when the target is to predict with fixed parameters and Laplace approximation with LA-CM2 global correction. Quadrature LOO with LA-CM2 approxima- tion of the latent marginals (Q-LOO-LA-CM2) gives significantly the best accuracy for all data sets, although for Australian, Ionosphere, and Sonar the accuracy is not satisfactory (bias is larger than 1). Here LA-LOO has a negative bias with classification data sets as the global correction LA-CM2 can improve the marginal approximation and therefore also the expected performance estimated with brute-force-LOO. Truncated quadrature (TQ-LOO-LA-CM2) gives worse performance than Q-LOO-LA-CM2 as it just adds additional bias due to the truncation. WAIC V performs better than WAIC G , but worse than Q-LOO-LA-CM2. Table 7 shows results when the target is to predict with fixed parameters and expectation propagation with EP-FACT global correction. EP-LOO gives significantly the best accuracy for Sonar and Leukemia data sets. EP-LOO gives the best accuracy also for the other data sets, but not significantly better compared to quadrature with EP-FACT approximation of the latent marginals (Q-LOO-EP-FACT). In addition, for the Ripley data set all methods except WAIC G provide good results. Unlike in the Laplace case, the EP-LOO using EP-L tilted distribution approximation is already good and the global correction does not change the result much. Surprisingly the global correction makes the approximation perform slightly worse in the Leukemia example.
Fixed hyperparameters

LOO and WAIC with varying model flexibility
Above we saw that the other methods than LA-LOO and EP-LOO had more difficulties with classification data sets and with data sets having a larger number of covariates. Figures 1-4 illustrate how the flexibility of the Gaussian process models affect the performance of the approximations. We took the models with MAP parameter values and re-run the models and LOO tests with varying the length scales. With a smaller length scale the these GPs are more flexible and more non-linear. With a larger length scale these GPs approach to linear models. We measure the flexibility by the difference between mean training log predictive density and LOO, which can be interpreted as how much the model has fitted to the data or the relative effective number of parameters (p eff /n). When the length scale gets smaller, there will be more such f i which have a low correlation with any other f j . As discussed in Section 3, then the full marginal posterior and LOO marginal posterior are likely to be more different and most LOO approximations become less accurate. This phenomenon will happen also more easily in the case of many covariates, because many data points are located on the corners of the data. Figures 1-4 show that LA-LOO and EP-LOO work well with different flexibilities. They are are able to use properties of Gaussian distribution in the computation of cavity distributions. All the other methods have difficulties when the model flexibility increases and the marginal distribution and the cavity distribution are more different. If we look at the accuracy for each i, the other methods than LA-LOO and EP-LOO start to fail when the estimated p eff,i is larger than 10%-20%. As a quick overall rule of thumb, methods other than LA-LOO and EP-LOO start to fail when the relative effective number of parameters (p eff /n) is larger than 2%-5%. Tables 8 and 9 show results of combining Laplace-LOO or EP-LOO with importance weighted CCD for hyperparameters (CCD+IS). The CCD+IS approach works well and the unweighted CCD or MAP give a small error only if the number of parameters (θ, φ) is small. Only for Australian data the performance of CCD+IS is not completely satisfactory, indicating the usual need to be cautious when using the importance weighting approach.
Hierarchical LOO
Discussion
We have shown that LA-LOO and EP-LOO provide fast and accurate conditional LOO results when the predictions in new points are made using the Gaussian latent value distribution. If the predictions in new points are made using non-Gaussian distributions obtained from global correction then Quadrature LOO gives useful results, but we would get faster and more accurate results by just using EP without global correction. Both Laplace-LOO and EP-LOO can be combined with importance sampling or importance weighted CCD to get fast and accurate full Bayesian leave-one-out cross-validation results. If other methods than LA-LOO or EP-LOO are used, we propose the following rule of thumb for diagnostics: The other methods than LA-LOO and EP-LOO start to fail when the relative effective number of parameters (p eff /n) is larger than 2%-5%.
Here we have considered fully factorising likelihoods, but the methods can be extended to be used with likelihoods with grouped factorisation such as in multi-class classification, multi-output regression and some hierarchical models with lowest level grouping. We assume that the accuracy using Laplace-LOO and EP-LOO would be good also in these cases.
approximation Equation (8). We can now write the approximate leave one out posterior as
and the marginal as
This result shows that in a self-consistent second order approximation, where we both take into account the explicit removal of likelihood term i and the implicit effect on the remaining variables, the leave one out posterior is obtained simply by dividing by the Gaussian factor for i. Finally we complete the square and obtain the result equation (37). Next we show how the same result can be obtained by a linear response argument. The equation for the mode is
whereĝ = ∇ log p(y|f , φ) is the vector of derivatives of the terms in the log likelihood (depending non-linearly onf ). Because this defines an equation for the mode, we only need to make a variation to first order in this case to recover the result we obtained above. When we remove likelihood term i the change in the mode can be written as
with the change inĝ to first order δĝ ≈ −Σ −1 δf + e iΣ −1
where we have used 
Specializing to δf i we get δf i = Σ ii (Σ −1
which can be solve respect to δf i to give δf i = −v −iĝi . This is in agreement the change in the mode equation (37) we found above. The variance term can be derived with a related linear response argument (Opper and Winther, 2000) .
